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Over 1,600 digital publications are available in collections or for purchase separately from https://libraries.casalini.it.

Annotated texts, literary criticism, history and theory published in electronic format as monographs, essays, conference proceedings and in literary journals and series such as Pagine d’autore and Lettere.

Celebrated authors, from the mediaeval period to the present day; from writers rooted in the classical tradition to contemporary styles; works from the Renaissance, the Spanish Golden Age, examples of Literary Naturalism and experimental literature from avant-garde movements.

Wide-ranging genres including theatrical works, psychological and theological fiction, fantasy, romance, fairy tales, epic poems.

Analysis of themes such as women in and as writers of literature; comparative studies and the meeting of different European realities and traditions; religion and atheism; studies relating to language and translation; settings and character.

Authoritative publishers from Italy and Spain, with over 180 publishers offering content on the history of literature and literary criticism and a further 50 providing critical editions and annotated texts.
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